KABLOONA
Across the northern sky stretched a band of white gold, white
and liquid, like gold in a crucible. Against this backcloth, the
point of the island stood out with its beacon and its thousands
and thousands of dark-brown skulls. The southern sky was a
hard bright blue, and so luminous that the chaplets of islands
and the faraway mountains emerged in the distance with bril-
liant clarity. Over this world hung a peace, a silence, that
seized the beholder. The air was brisk and light. But the peace
of the scene, the lightness of the air, were mere deception.
Something stirring, something vibrant was present that filled
the being with a nameless agitation. It was impossible to be
still. You wanted to walk, to run, to go on endlessly from hillock
to hillock, shouting verses aloud, singing songs you had never
before heard. You were seized by what could easily become
delirium and might move you as plausibly to religious ecstasy
as to sexual explosion— of itself and without the intervention of
your will. The earth was being born again. You were witness-
ing its creation. You wanted harps to chant its glory; and you
knew that it was moving the missionaries to prayer and urging
on the Eskimos to their indefatigable mating.
For they were no more asleep than I was. Not the least little
thing could happen as far away as the eye could pierce without
an Eskimo seeing it, and on the instant giving the signal. It was
as if they went out every other minute to scrutinize the horizon,
and peered between times out of their porches. Let but a seal
rise within a radius often miles and an Eskimo has seen it, three
Eskimos are running towards it. Let a single ptarmigan come
trotting over the land, and an Eskimo woman, her child in her
hood, is already after that silly bird which, with unbroken
regularity, flies fifteen yards, rests, trots; and then flies, rests,
and trots again with a quick comical and anguished gait that
seems to say, Tlease, sir, do not annoy me. I am a respectable
woman.5
I had scarcely sat down to my sketch when three Eskimos
were already on their way—by different paths and methods—to
find out what I was up to. One pretended that he must go and
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